
Annual general meetings can be difficult for 

shareholders from different regions and 

challenging schedules to participate in. For 

management such meetings present the 

risk of unexpected criticism and opposition 

to important resolutions. With the aim of 

facilitating broad engagement and 

considering unexpected perspectives in 

advance, Ethelo uses its own platform to 

conduct director elections and include the 

input of all its shareholders in soliciting 

comments and feedback on proposed 

resolutions in advance of the meeting. This 

helps streamline the AGM, reduces risk, 

and allows for a richer sense of participation 

and engagement. 

ONLINE ELECTIONS 
AND AGM 
WHO

 Ethelo Decisions Inc.

GOALS
 Conduct director elections, and 

invite shareholder feedback on 
financial statements and proposed 
resolutions for upcoming Annual 
General Meeting

HOW
Inviting shareholder input using
Etheo, in advance to the AGM

A broadly supported board 
of directors and pre-
approved shareholder 
agreement proposal

OUTCOME

ETHELO

CASE STUDY



BACKGROUND & NEED

Ethelo has more than 70 shareholders across 
British Columbia, Canada, and the United 
States as of September 2016. As part of its 
social enterprise mandate, the Ethelo             
Unanimous Shareholders Agreement states 
that the election of the board of directors 
shall happen using Ethelo’s software itself. 
Since 2014 this provision has enabled all 
shareholders to participate online in electing 
the directors of the organization and review 
the audited financials in advance of the AGM. 
Director bios and photos are provided, as well 
as copies of the financials for download.

In 2015 the Ethelo directors extended the use 
of the Ethelo platform.  Ethelo was used to 
engage shareholders around a proposed a 
number of amendments to the shareholder 
agreement. These amendments were              
recommended by legal counsel with the aim 
of improving Ethelo’s investability and  
potential for growth. 

A total of 10 proposed amendments to the 
Unanimous Shareholders Agreement were 
put forward, each requiring 60% shareholder 
approval. Some of the resolutions were 
simple corrections to drafting oversights. 
vant documents and links were included in 
each corresponding section. 

Most however implied significant changes to 
shareholder rights, in some cases expanding 
those rights, in other cases restricting those 
rights.  The text of all the proposed
resolutions was documented on Ethelo, along 
with reasons. Shareholders were invited to 
post questions, comments, and feedback. All 
relevant documents and links were included 
in each corresponding section. 



BRINGING ETHELO INTO (ITS OWN) SCENE

The Ethelo platform was used to collect 
shareholder comments and insight, and 
gauge levels of support in advance to the 
AGM. It enabled to review the upcoming 
meeting’s agenda in advance; but most 
importantly to discuss the various items of 
business and indicate with high granularity 
their own level of support/opposition. A total 
of 23 votes were collected, as well as 19 
shareholder comments and 9 corresponding 
management replies. 

In the director elections, shareholders were 
able to express their levels of support for the 
proposed directors on a 9 point scale, with 
four different levels of support and four 
different levels of opposition.  Although in 
thefinal count shareholder votes were 
simply counted as FOR or AGAINST, this  

extra information gave directors a valuable 
feedback into how their performance has 
been perceived. 

Ethelo’s ability to allow a fine level of 
participant feedback was also valuable in 
the deliberation around proposed 
amendments to the Unanimous Shareholder
Agreement. The rating of the 10 proposed 
amendments and the associated comments 
made it clear that while most proposals 
would be passed easily, some resolutions 
raised legitimate concerns that had not been 
considered. Directors took this feedback into 
account and made 
modifications to the resolutions to address 
the concerns



“Using Ethelo for our director elections and shareholder meetings 
allows us to live our principles, and gain the benefit of crowd wisdom 

as we build and grow our own business.”

John Richardson, CEO Ethelo Decisions

Go to www.ethelo.com

Ethelo’s online engagement in its Annual General Meeting was valuable on at least three fronts. 

Firstly, it saved time at the in-person event. When the day of the physical AGM arrived and the floor 

was opened for final discussion on the proposed shareholder agreement resolutions, the sentiment 

in the room was that there was no further need for discussion. The resolutions were passed 

unanimously in a matter of minutes.

Second, the ability to receive feedback and make modifications to improve the resolutions in 

advance of the meeting gave confidence to the management team that there would not be any last 

minute surprises. This reduced risks of conflict, resistance, or unexpected opposition.

Third, Ethelo’s rapid voting process engaged participants across time and location. The process was 

easy to administer, conversational, and was conducive to transparent results. It also allowed for a 

granular approach to obtain insight and support, giving shareholders a voice to empowering them 

in shaping the organization’s governance.

RESULTS & BENEFITS


